
logos
Mrs Ras



Open illustrator
file>new
choose a us letter size



Copy images 
edit>paste 
choose at least 5 images of things that represent 
or are meaningful to you.



Lock the reference pic layer and add a new 
layer on top



Choose the pen tool
choose a colored stroke and no file



Start using the pen 
tool to trace the 
contour of the 
shape.   You may 
simplify the shape! 
Notice I am not 
tracing the tongue 
of the dragon… I 
am simplifying



Once the image is completely trace add a 
black fill



Try the simplify to smooth edges if they are rought
object>path > simplify



Toggle off the reference pic layer.  Using the direct 
selection tool play with anchor points to refine the 
shape!



Toggle on the reference pic
add new layer
choose pen tool
no fill and colored stroke and begin tracing the next item



Add a black  or white fill



If you have an object that would benefit from a shape for an 
eye/ detail you can toggle of the shape you just drew add a 
layer to trace and make a shape for those details (be careful 
this should be simple)



Add those minimal shapes and give them the 
opposite fill, black or white.  



Turn off the strokes and use your direct selection 
tool to play with the anchor points and manipulate 
your shape



Add a new layer and begin tracing the next 
logo



Continue to add layers and create vector 
shape for all 5 images



Now we are going to combine shapes 
File>new



Copy a one of the vector symbols you just 
created



Paste it into the new file



In a new layer use the text tool to create a 
letter



Choose a font and size then use the selection 
tool to select it



When selected
type>create outlines



Move the letter on top of the symbol 



Use shift to select both the letter and vectored 
image
window>pathfinder



Click the exclude button



For my second logo design I choose my thumb print and my name ie multi letters 
and used the exclude pathfinder button
to make my r more clear I am going to select the whole design then choose the 
live paint bucket tool



With changing the color I can click and change the 
colors of the vector patterns with a click



This time I am going to just use letters to create a logo
first I typed an R and then I 
Object>create outlines



Using my direction tool and the pen tool anchor 
delete tools I altered the shape of the R



On top I created a L that I converted to anchor points by using
Object>create outlines
the by selecting both shapes I used the exclude button in the 
pathfinder



• Create at least 7 design “sketches”
• 2 being just composed of letters

• 2 being composed of a shape and multiple letters

• 3 being composed of just one letter and an image


